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historiography and methods of african history african - journals many journals on african history exist the most
authoritative is the journal of african history which publishes on all areas of african history as does international journal of
african historical studies history in africa is focused specifically on historical methods with emphasis on the use of nonwritten
sources african studies review publishes on all areas of african studies, commentary ethiopia s experiment with
federalism part ii - tsegaye r ararssa special to addis standard in the first part of this series of reflection on ethiopia s
experiment with federalism i have discussed the sketchy description of the federation in context and the current ethiopian
federal system and its fundamental features in this part of the series i will reflect, livelihoods perspectives and rural
development the - livelihoods perspectives have been central to rural development thinking and practice in the past decade
but where do such perspectives come from what are their conceptual roots and what influences have shaped the way they
have emerged this paper offers an historical review of key moments in debates about rural livelihoods identifying the
tensions ambiguities and challenges of such, trusteeship and protectorate the road to independence - somalia table of
contents the conditional return of italian administration to southern somalia gave the new trust territory several unique
advantages compared with other african colonies, development studies association dsa home - seeking new book
proposals for dsa oup series the development studies association edits a book series on critical frontiers of theory research
and practice in international development studies which is published by oxford university press, white africans of european
ancestry wikipedia - white africans of european ancestry are africans descended from any of the white ethnic groups
originating on the european continent in 1989 there were an estimated 5 6 million white people with european ancestry on
the african continent most are of dutch british portuguese german and french descent and to a lesser extent there are also
those descended from italians spaniards greeks, celebration of african australians inc - celebration of african australians
to honour recognize and celebrate the contributions of africans to any and or all spheres of the australian society including
but not limited to social economic political and community engagements, conflict transformation a debate over
semantics botes - conflict transformation a debate over semantics or a crucial shift in the theory and practice of peace and
conflict studies johannes botes with an overview of the literature on the term conflict transformation as opposed to conflict
resolution the article considers the semantic nuances and operational differences between these two terms, implications
for africa from china s one belt one road - china s belt and road initiative forges intertwining economic political and
security ties between africa and china advancing beijing s geopolitical interests obor directly supports many elements of
china s national security strategy at a macro level it seeks to reshape the world economic, telecom and internet
surveillance in ethiopia hrw - they know everything we do telecom and internet surveillance in ethiopia summary, politics
news breaking political news video analysis - abc news is your trusted source on political news stories and videos get
the latest coverage and analysis on everything from the trump presidency senate house and supreme court
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